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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION '81 NOV -5 A11 :28

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD nr - - - - - -
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In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-259-OL
50-260-OL r-

(Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, 50-296-OL u!df!/eqs
Units 1, 2 and 3) /x '/

'
. ,

t- PETITIONER'S BRIEF ON APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF TN R [f
'
' I 8 I9315-PETITION TO INTERVENE t

- " "; g g.; ten ,

't A)
On July 31, 1980, the Tennessee Valley Authority x

operating' $Q ,w _ .
submitted a request for an amendment to its

licenses for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. The original

application requested permission to store low level

radioactive waste generated at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

on the plant site for the life of the plant. In November of

1980 the Tennessee Valley Authority amended its request to

store low level radioactive waste on the p.lant site from life

of plant to a period of five years.

In response to the NRC's Notice of Consideration of

Amendments to Facility Ooerating Licenses, five timely

petitions were filed by nineteen individuals, David R.

Curott, et al. All the petitions were identical. Petitioners

j initially filed four contentions and later added five

additional contentions. The subject matter of all nine'

-

f contentions centered around an allegation that the Tennessee
,
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Valley Authority had a long-range plan for low level

radioactive waste management which involved the installation

of a volume reduction and solidification system including at

some point the installation of an incineration system. The

. Tennessee Valley Authority denied the existence of such a

plan.
.

It is the Petitioners' position basically that the

failure of the Tennessee Valley Authority to include their

entire plan within their environmental assessment constituted
illegal segmentation of their plan and hence, a violation of

NEPA. Petitioners' entire case hinges on the existence of

this Plan and the existence of this plan is a factual

assertion subject to proof.

I.

IF A LONG-RANGE PLAN EXISTS TO BUILD A VOLUME

REDUCTION AND SOLIDIFICATION SYSTEM AND THE PROPOSED

AMENDMENTS ARE A PART OF THAT PLAN, THE ENTIRE PL4N IS

SUBJECT TO EVALUATION UNDER THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

ACT.

The Board below rejected Petitioners' arguments
.

relating to unlawful segmentation stating ... Petitioners"

*

have failed to allege why the environmental impacts of any
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future LLWR management techniques for which TV4 may seek

approval cannot be adequately addressed at the time sought.

Consequently their contentions based on improper segmentation

of the LLRW mamagement plan under NEPA must fail." Slip

. Opinion at page 10. The logic for thig statement arises

.

initially from Northern States Power Company (Prairie Island

Nuclear Generating Plant), ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41 (1978) where

the Appeal Board stated "...the environmental assessment of a
particular proposed Federal action coming within the

statutory reach (of NEPA) may be confined to that action

together with, inter alia, its unavoidable consequences."

Prairie Island in turn is based upon Kleppe v. Sierra Club,

427 U.S. 390 (1976).

In Kleppe, the Sierra Club sought to have the

Department of the Interior prepare an environmental impact

statement to evaluate the impacts upon an' entire region of

several small coal leases where there was no evidence within

the record of any proposal for major federal action with

respect to the region. The Court in deciding against the

Sierra Club distinguished between contemplated projects and

actual proposals. "Should contemplated actions reach the
;

{ stage of actual proposals, impact statements on them will

take into account the effect of their approval upon the

existing environment". (note 20, 427 U.S.' 410) . THE VERY

I
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HEART OF PETITIONERS' CONTENTIONS IS THE EXISTENCE OF A

DEFINITE PLAN BY TVA FOR A VOLUME REDUCTION AND

SOLIDIFICATION SYSTEM AND THAT THE PRESENT APPLICATION IS A

PART OF THAT PLAN.

The Appeal Board in the Prairie Island case

recognized this when it stated "We have long been of the

belief that the environmental review mandated by NEPA is

subject to a ' rule of reason' and as such need not ' include

all theoretically possible environmental effects arising out

of an action,' but rather 'may be limited to effects which

are shown to have some likelihood of occurring.'" 7 NRC 41,

48 (1978) In other words, how definite are the plans? Does

the plan really exist? Petitioners assert this is a tactual

question.

The ADpeal Board addressed similar allegations of

an application being part of a larger plan in the case of

Duke Power Company, ALAB-651, CCH Nuclear Regulation Reports

at oage 29,930. In the Duke Power case, the Intervenors

contended that the proposed amendment to a materials licence

was only a small segment of a much larger plan known as the

Cascade Plan to move fuel from an operating reactor to

another reactor storage pool and upon perhaps filling of
.

that, on to the next pool. (summarized from LBP-80-28, 12 NRC
.

459). The Appeal Board recognized that the question of the
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existence of the plan represented "a sharp difference of

opinion among the parties on an issue OF BASIC FACT".

(ALAB-651, CCH NRR 29,932, emphasis added). The Appeal Board

then stated that they did not need to reach the factual issue

because Duke Power was a private power corporation and "in

,

the instance of a segmented NON-FEDERAL plan, NEPA does not

impose an inflexible environmental assessment at the time

that the first segment is put before a governmental agency

for licersing action." (CCH NRR 29,933 emphasis added)

The Appeal Board commented on what would have

happened had Duke Power not been a private company, but

rather had been a federal agency: "There can be no doubt that

if a federal agency had participated substantially in its

(the Cascade Plan's) development - financially or otherwise -

the plan necessarily would have to be deemed a federal

proposal for NEPA purposes. As such, AN ENVIRONMENTAL

ANALYSIS OF THE FULL PLAN WOULD HAVE HAD TO BE CONDUCTED AT

THIS TIME NO MATTER HOW MUCH OR LITTLE OF THE PLAN WAS BEING

LEFT FOR LATER IMPLEMENTATION." (CCH NRR 29,933, emphasis

added). In the instant case it is obvious that the Tennessee

Valley Authority is a federal agency subject to the National

,

Environmental Policy Act. Were the Tennessee Valley Authority

not a federal agency, the Board's decision might have been,

correct.
'
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The questions that should be considered are: Is

there a plan as Petitioners have alleged, what are the

details of the Tennessee Valley Authority's plan for volume

reduction and solidification system, and is the proposed

amendment a segment of that plan? Petitioners contend that

these questions are questions of fact and should be disposed

of by a hearing on their merits.

II.

PETITIONERS' PETITION CONTAINS AT LEAST ONE

LITIGATABLE CONTENTION AS REQUIRED BY 10 CFR 2.714(b).

Petitioners filed four timely contentions as well

as five supplemental contentions which were filed late. The

Board addressed each of the contentions without reaching the

question of whether the lack of timeliness would affect their

admission to the proceedings.

As indicated above the Board rejected most of the

contentions because they all addressed themselves to issues

relating to the volume reduction and solidification system

|
and long-range low level radioactive waste plan. As shown

above, there is substantial authority to indicate that the

Tennessee Valley Authority must submit their entire plan for

environmental assassment even though their application seeks
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approval for only a small portion of that plan.

Petitioners' contention number one alleges that the

aforementioned plan for low level radioactive waste and

volume reduction and solidification system does exist, that

incineration is an integral part of the plan, that the plan

is subject to evaluation pursuant to NEPA, and the Tennessee

Valley Authority should be required to submit the entire plan

for envitonmental evaluation. The contention made factual

allegations and cited some of the sources to support them. If

all the facts in contention one are proven and Petitioners

are correct that the entire plan should be environmentally

evaluated, then the contention is valid and the apolication

should be denied until NEPA has been satisfied.

Petitioners' contention three contains the same

factual allegations and further alleges that a full

environmental impact statement will be reqdired prior to the

granting of the application. It also complains of unlawful

segmentation (although not in those words). If the factual

allegations of this contention are proven and if Petitioners

are correct that the entire plan should be evaluated, then

the contention is valid and the application should be denied

until NEPA has been satisfied.

Contention five contends that the Staff's negative

determination on the need for an environmental impact
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statement was erroneous, provides documented sources which

show some of the origins of Petitioners' contentions that

1 there is a long-range plan which needs to be considered in
;

full before the application could be granted and repeats the
4

.

same factual allegations contained in contention one. If the.

;

:

factual allegations of this contention are proven and if,

Petitioners are correct that the entire plan should be

evaluated, then the contention is valid and the application

should be denied until NEPA has been satisfied.
i

The Licensing Board rejection of contentions four,

five and nine rests in part on its conclusion that

consideration of the impacts of the volume reduction and
i

j solidification system is outside the Commission's

jurisdiction because the system is not the subject of TVA's

application. (slip opinion at pages 13, 14 and 17). The

opinion cites only Public Service Company of Indiana, Inc.

(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station), ALAB-493, 8 NRC 253

(1978). This case supports the general proposition that a

| licensing board may not consider evidence on issues outside
i~

its jurisdiction. There, the Rural Electrification

Administration (REA) criteria on which REA based a commitment;

!
1

to guarantee an applicant's loan to finance its share of the
i .

Marble Hill Plant was challenged and held outside NRC's
.

jurisdiction. -

f
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The Marble Hill case is not support for putting a

volume reduction and solidification system outside the NRC's

jurisdiction in this case. The scope of the environmental
.

impact analysis is controlled by Part 51 of the Commission's

Rules and by NEPA caselaw including segmentation decisions
.

and not by the narrow scope of TVA's license apolication.
.

In view of the obligation to show only one valid

contention and after having shown at least five valid

contentions existing and in light of the fact that the

contentions contain many similarities and were dismissed for

the same reasons, Petitioners will not brief the remaining

four contentions. Petitioners maintain the position that the

remaining six contentions are valid and applicable to this

proceeding.

III.

THE BOARD ERRED IN CONSIDERING EVIDENCE CON'.'RARY TO

PETITIONERS' CONTENTIONS TO DETERMINE THEIR ACCEPTABILITY AS

CONTENTIONS.

The Board considered several " concerns" in

'

explaining the reasons why they were not accepting

Petitioners' contentions. The Board considered assurances of
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counsel for TVA that the Tennessee Valley Authority had not

yet decided upon a low level radioactive waste plan and NRC

Staff responses regarding the possible formation of a

" Southern Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste (Management)

Compact" (slip opinion at pages 7 and 8). The Board below,

erred by accrediting the bald allegations or assurances of
.

counsel without any of the conventional safeguards present in

an evidentiary hearing or under provisions for summary

disposition. See ALAB-409 and ALAB-418. The Board allowed

TVA's counsel to impeach TVA's own documents to deprive the

Commission of evidence needed to fulfill the Commission's

obligations under NEPA.

The aoplicable law is probably best set out in the

matter of Alabama Power Company (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear

Plant) ALAB-182, RAI-74-3 at page 216 and 217. In Parley the

Appeal Board goes into the three criteria with which to

evaluate a contention. The Board held:

"If the contention meets these criteria,
it provides a foundation for granting intervention
if all other requirements of Section 2.714(a) are

,

satisfied. THIS IS SO IRRESPECTIVE OF WHETHER
RESORT TO EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE MIGHT ESTABLISH THE
CONTENTION TO BE UNSUBSTANTIAL. The question of the
contention's substance is for later resolution -

either by summary disposition ...or by initial
decision entered following the conclusion of such a
hearing." (emphasis added)..

* The role of the Board is comparable to that of a
,
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federal district court called upon to determine whether a

complaint should be dismissed under F.R.C.P. 12 (b) (6 ) for

failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

...The court is normally limited to a consideration of the
"

content of the complaint itself." (ibid).
.

Even more recently the Appeal Board reviewed the
.

rules again in the matter of Houston Lighting and Power

Company (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station), ALAB-590,

11 NRC 542, 551.

...(P)etitioners for intervention must"

establish the existence of some factual support for
the particular assertions which they have advanced
as the basis for their contentions. This
demonstration need not be undertaken as a
precondition to the acceptance of a contention for
the limited purpose of determining whether to allow
intervention under 10 CPR 2.714. Rather, the
obligation arises solely (1) in response to a
subsequent motion of another party seeking to
dispose summarily of the contention under 10 CFR
2.749 for want of a genuine issue of material fact;
or (2) in the absence of such a motion, at the
evidentiary hearing itself."

See also Mississippi Power and Light Company (Grand

Gulf Nuclear Station) ALAB-130, RAI-73-6 at page 426.

i
|

|
,

.

l
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IV.

CONCLUSION

.

The law is clear that the NRC must consider the
.

entire plan of a federal applicant. The contentions offered

by the Petitioners clearly allege and document the existence

of a long-range plan for volume reduction and solidification

of low level radioactive waste in a manner which complies

with NRC requirements for intervention. The Appeal Board

should remand this matter to the licensing board with orders

permitting the Petitioners to intervene and to test the

merits of their contentions.

Respectfully submitted

/

|(, [y ).

(#,

| Robert B. Pyle
Attorney for the Petitioners
P. O. Box 16160
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37412

November 1, 1981
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Jessica H. Lav?rty, Esq. Leroy J. Ellis III, Eqq.
Stephen H. Lewis, Esq. 421 Charlotte Avenue
Office of the Executive Nashville, Tennesse' 37219
Lac 11 Director
U. S. Nuclear Requ17 tory Comm.
Ihshington, D. C. 20555

John H. Prye, III Atomic S7foty and Licensing-

' Admisistrative Judae Tnd A7pe11 Board Panel
Ch7irman U. S. Nuclear R'qulatory Comn.,

Atomic Safety and U7shington, D. C. 20555
Licensing Bo7rd
U. S. Nuclear Reanlatory Commissinq
U,7hi,aton, D. C. 20555

iir n . Elizabeth D. Johnson Dr. Quentin J. Stober
Administrativa Judqe Administr7tive Judge
07k Ridge National Lab Fisheries necearch Instituto
P.O. Bqx X Univ'rsity of Unanington
Buildino 3500 S'attle, ?hshington 98195
07k Ridqe, Tannessee 37830

Herb'rt S. Singer, Jr.
Gnneral Counsel
Tonness'e Valley Authority
I;noxville, Tennessee 37902

This tho 2nd d7v of Novenber, 1981.

- - lb' b N--:. -- ------

Robert B. Pyle
A*.torney for Potitionern
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